Extinction risk is most acute for the world’s largest and smallest vertebrates
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Abstract
Extinction risk in vertebrates has been linked to large body size, but this putative relationship has only been explored for select taxa, with variable results. Using a newly assembled and taxonomically expansive database, we analyzed the relationships between extinction risk and body mass (27,647 species) and between extinction risk and range size (21,294 species) for vertebrates across six main classes. We found that the probability of being threatened was positively and significantly related to body mass for birds, cartilaginous fishes, and mammals. Bimodal relationships were evident for amphibians, reptiles, and bony fishes. Most importantly, a bimodal relationship was found across all vertebrates such that extinction risk changes around a body mass breakpoint of 0.035 kg, indicating that the lightest and heaviest vertebrates have elevated extinction risk. We also found range size to be an important predictor of the probability of being threatened, with strong negative relationships across nearly all taxa. A review of the drivers of extinction risk revealed that the heaviest vertebrates are most threatened by direct killing by humans. By contrast, the lightest vertebrates are most threatened by habitat loss and modification stemming especially from pollution, agricultural cropping, and logging. Our results offer insight into halting the ongoing wave of vertebrate extinctions by revealing the vulnerability of large and small taxa, and identifying size-specific threats. Moreover, they indicate that, without intervention, anthropogenic activities will soon precipitate a double truncation of the size distribution of the world’s vertebrates, fundamentally reordering the structure of life on our planet.

Full text is available in the provided link.
We also analyzed the threats to each class, according to the major threats coded to each species in the IUCN Red List, with the expectation that harvesting would be the most common threat facing the heaviest species of vertebrates (1). Furthermore, for harvested species, we expected a positive relationship between the probability of being threatened and body mass.

Results

Using a generalized linear mixed-modeling approach, we found that the probability of being threatened was positively and significantly \( P < 0.001 \) related to body mass for birds, cartilaginous fishes, and mammals, but the relationship for all vertebrates pooled was bimodal \( P < 0.001 \) with a breakpoint at 0.035 kg (Fig. 1 and Table S2). By means of segmented-modeling, we also found evidence of bimodal relationships with breakpoints for amphibians/reptiles (0.41 kg) and bony fishes (3.68 kg) (Fig. 1 and Table S2). An order-of-magnitude increase in body mass was associated with estimated increases in the odds of being threatened of 294% for large bony fishes, 184% for large amphibians/reptiles, 107% for birds, 92% for cartilaginous fishes, 67% for mammals, and 27% for large vertebrates pooled, whereas an order-of-magnitude decrease in body mass was associated with increases in the odds of being threatened of 148% for small bony fishes, 153% for small amphibians/reptiles, and 177% for small vertebrates pooled (Fig. 1 and Table S2).

Vertebrates with the largest range sizes were overall less threatened than those with smaller range sizes (Fig. 2 and Figs. S1 and S2). Consistent with this pattern, we found significant \( P < 0.001 \) negative relationships between species range size and the likelihood of species being threatened for all groups except cartilaginous fishes (Fig. S2 and Table S2). Specifically, an order-of-magnitude increase in geographic range size was associated with estimated decreases in the odds of being threatened of 77% for all vertebrates, 75% for amphibians/reptiles, 85% for birds, 85% for bony fish, and 81% for mammals, but an increase of 12% (but not significant, \( P = 0.351 \)) for cartilaginous fishes (Fig. S2 and Table S2).

The most common threats faced by all threatened vertebrate species \( n = 4,418 \) with known threat information, in rank order, included harvesting (direct killing by humans), agricultural cropping, logging, and invasive species (Table S3). The probability of being harvested (hunted, trapped, and fished) was significantly and positively related to body mass for threatened species in all vertebrate classes (Fig. S3 and Table S2) \( P < 0.001 \). Moreover, 90% of all threatened vertebrate species larger than 1 kg in body mass were threatened by harvesting (Fig. 3). The strongest effects were found for mammals and birds (Fig. S3), where an order-of-magnitude increase in mass for threatened mammals and birds was associated with an estimated 1,021% and 841% increase, respectively, in the odds of being harvested (Table S2). Harvesting was the most common threat facing the heaviest vertebrates (20% heaviest species in each class) with the exception of amphibians (Fig. 4). Harvesting of the world’s largest vertebrates takes a variety of forms, including regulated and unregulated fishing, trapping, and hunting for meat consumption for subsistence, commercial purposes, or international trade; the use of body parts as medicine, delicacies, or trophies; and killing due to unintentional bycatch (6, 7, 10, 20).

![Fig. 1. Relationships between vertebrate body mass and percentage of species threatened (black histograms) and between mass and probability of being threatened ("Models" graph). Lines in the Models graph indicate the predicted probabilities of being threatened as a function of body mass based on logistic regression models with taxonomic random effects to account for phylogenetic dependence. Segmented models were fitted for all vertebrates, amphibians/reptiles, and bony fishes as these taxa have different (bimodal) body mass–extinction risk relationships at low and high body masses.](image-url)
and large species a direct relationship between body mass and extinction risk. Direct relationships between body mass and extinction risk were found for the other vertebrate classes. All relationships were highly significant ($P < 0.001$) (Table S2).

The principal objective of this study was to investigate patterns of relationships between body size and extinction risk for the world’s vertebrates and to begin to explore possible drivers of this relationship. However, previous research highlights a suite of important predictors of extinction risk, including trophic status, population density, life history, and geographic range size (14, 15, 19, 21, 22). These other drivers have central relevance to the patterns we report as they provide a means for further probing the specific mechanisms that create the observed vulnerabilities to extinction for large and small vertebrates. Range size, in particular, has stood out in other work as a reliable predictor of extinction risk. Specifically, geographic range size was found to be a major predictor for extinction risk in birds (23, 24), some orders of land mammals (15, 19, 21), and squamate reptiles (14).

This pattern is supported by our results (Fig. 2B, Fig. S2, and Table S2), which show that range size has a strong negative relationship with extinction risk. Importantly, however, the relationship between body mass and extinction risk does not appear to differ substantially with range size (Fig. 2A and Fig. S1), suggesting that the effects of these two variables are not conflated. More broadly, the acute risks facing small vertebrates apparently are largely because of restricted range-related issues. We note that small range size itself is often not a mechanistic explanation for elevated extinction risk, but is likely related to both intrinsic (life history) and extrinsic (e.g., anthropogenic pressure) drivers of extinction risk (25). Furthermore, it is not surprising that range size is a good predictor of extinction risk because the IUCN Red List process uses restricted range as one of the criteria in determining threatened status (18). Like population size, as range size approaches zero, species approach extinction.

Increasing our understanding of the relationship between body size and extinction risk has practical implications for vertebrate conservation. For example, we too often know little about the biology, spatial ecology, and physiology of many of the world’s most threatened species precisely because of their rarity. For these species, adult body mass is relatively easy to measure and may provide a good first approximation of extinction risk. Our analysis reveals that small and large vertebrates are both at-risk
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**Fig. 2.** Effects of range size on the percentage of species threatened. (A) Percentage of species (y axis) within each range size group and mass range (log scale, e.g., 1–10 kg) that are threatened. Only species with IUCN range maps available were used in this plot (totals are shown in panel titles). The relative positions of the lines indicate that range size has a major effect on threatened status regardless of mass. Small range species are generally more threatened than those with large ranges. (B) Relationships between vertebrate geographic range size and percentage of species threatened (black histogram) and between range size and probability of being threatened (red line). The red line indicates the predicted probability of being threatened as a function of range size on a logistic regression model with taxonomic random effects to account for phylogenetic dependence. This result shows that there is a strong negative relationship between range size and probability of being threatened.

While the heaviest vertebrates are more likely to be threatened by harvesting, the most common threats to the lightest species (20% lightest species in each class) include pollution, agricultural cropping, logging, system modifications, and development (Fig. 4). Most of these species are too small to be intensively harvested for human consumption or other exploitive uses. These threatened light-bodied species are mainly found in freshwater and terrestrial ecosystems, with very few in marine systems (Fig. S4).

**Discussion and Conclusion**

Using the most comprehensive dataset on body mass assembled to date, we show how body size can provide a prescriptive estimate of vulnerability to extinction for vertebrates. Our results reveal bimodal relationships between body size and extinction risk for all vertebrates assessed together, amphibians/reptiles, and bony fishes, with small species having an inverse relationship
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**Fig. 3.** Relationships between body mass and percentage of threatened species harvested (black histogram) and between mass and probability of being harvested for threatened vertebrates (red line). The red line indicates the predicted probability of threatened species being harvested (killed by humans) as a function of body mass based on a logistic regression model using taxonomic random effects to account for phylogenetic dependence. Species total (n) corresponds to number of threatened species only.
groups, but for a very different set of reasons. Namely, direct killing of animals by harvesting was the dominant threat facing most large vertebrates, whereas the smallest vertebrates were more commonly threatened by habitat loss and modification. Interestingly, the most common threat to all threatened vertebrate species, regardless of body size, was harvesting followed closely by agricultural cropping (Table S3).

The observation that vertebrates at both ends of the size spectrum of life face an increased risk of extinction has important, but quite divergent, consequences for local and global-scale ecological functioning. Large-bodied species, for example, often have larger home ranges and higher overall rates of biomass intake (5). These properties in turn mean that large vertebrates play important roles in controlling how nutrients are vectored across or cycled within ecosystems, how propagules like seeds are distributed, and how well component habitats within ecosystems are interactively connected (4, 26, 27). Larger and often more mechanically powerful species are also frequently identified as ecosystem engineers that shape the physical architecture of ecosystems (28).

Many of the large-bodied vertebrates shown to be at risk in our analysis are predators. These large consumers influence terrestrial, aquatic, and marine food webs from the top down via direct and indirect pathways (9, 29, 30). These species also affect other ecosystem processes, such as biogeochemical cycles, disease, carbon storage, wildfire, and carbon storage (9, 30), and may even buffer communities against climate change (31, 32). By implication, our finding that extinction risk is most acute for large-bodied vertebrates adds to growing concern that loss of top predators will disrupt key species interactions and lead to ecosystem degradation (9).

Fig. 4. Threats to threatened vertebrate species in the top 20% and bottom 20% percentiles for mass within their class. Threats are based on the IUCN Red List threats classification scheme with minor modifications (see Methods for details). Within each group, the percentage of threatened species facing each threat is shown for the top 20% heaviest species (red) and 20% lightest (blue) separately. Threats are sorted by the percentage of the heaviest threatened vertebrates (classes pooled) facing each threat. For the all vertebrates grouping (Top Left graph), the lightest 20% of species were all less than 0.0079 kg and the heaviest 20% species were all more than 0.56 kg in body mass.
Loses of small vertebrates come with their own consequences. For example, these species are often important conduits for routing basal energy and biomass into food webs (33), so their loss could compromise ecosystem functioning through diminished bottom-up inputs. Small species also perform unique and important ecological functions that are facilitated by their small body size [e.g., pollination services delivered by bats and hummingbirds (34)]. Accordingly, our findings highlight the danger of focusing disproportionately on the conservation of large-bodied taxa over small-bodied ones. From a human perspective, losses of large and small vertebrates could also be directly consequential. Many cultures, for example, preferentially value and harvest large-bodied vertebrates in both marine and terrestrial ecosystems (27). Likewise, some of the world’s smallest vertebrates, like marine forage fish, are critically important nutrient sources in food systems and can be centerpieces in harvesting economies (35). From an evolutionary perspective, the trends we identify may portend to shifts in the patterns of ecological interactions; changes that could engender important and everlasting evolutionary effects to many components of the ecosystem (36, 37).

Our results describe the relationships between mass and extinction risk and between range size and extinction risk only for species with suitable data available (Table S1). Caution must therefore be used in generalizing to other species for which these data are lacking. However, the species included in our analysis represent a significant portion of the world’s vertebrates. Moreover, there is no clear mechanism by which we would expect species missing from our analysis to have substantially different relationships.

Overall, our finding that at-risk large and small vertebrates face different types of threats suggests that different approaches are needed for the conservation of large versus small species (Fig. 4). For the large species, there is an urgent need to reduce direct killing and consumption of harvest-sensitive species (20). In contrast, for the small-bodied species freshwater and land habitat protection is key because many of these species have highly restricted ranges. Protected areas are likely to directly curb the advancement of the kind of place-based threats that it appears smaller vertebrates are facing (38, 39). Indeed, the ranges for many of the smallest threatened vertebrates are concentrated in a few regions and in many cases it would be practical to protect much of these areas (40). For larger vertebrates, such efforts would likely need to be broad in scope. By implementing robust controls on harvesting of such species in unprotected areas, increase community tolerance of species as they transit between protected zones, and reduce sources of unintentional large vertebrate mortality (41–43). In addition to limiting the proximate threats such as those outlined above, it is important to consider the ultimate threats of human dietary patterns and population growth rates. Increasing rates of human carnivory on the world’s human trophic level (44) is a primary contributor to the overexploitation of the larger vertebrates. Ultimately, reducing global consumption of wild meat is a key step necessary to reduce negative impacts of human hunting, fishing, and trapping on the world’s vertebrates. Furthermore, curtailing the human population growth rate (45) may be the crucial long-term factor in limiting extinction risks to species.

As a group, large animals generally receive more attention and research focus than small ones (Fig. S5), and the vulnerabilities for larger-bodied vertebrates have been drawn out in other more taxonomically focused analyses (10–13). Mammalian megafauna, for example, have been shown to be highly imperiled, with nearly 60% of these species threatened with extinction (1, 7). Likewise, and perhaps accordingly, the larger vertebrates are much more likely to be the target of conservation funding than smaller species (Fig. S6). The overall patterns we report suggest that the vulnerability of smaller vertebrates has been underestimated and underscores the urgent need to increase conservation efforts for both the heaviest and lightest vertebrates. With business as usual, it appears that we will continue to witness a loss of vertebrates from diverse ecosystems around the world (46). Indeed, based on our findings, human activity seems poised to chomp off both the head and tail of the size distribution of life. Targeted hunting, fishing, and trapping of large animals is imperiling the largest vertebrates on the planet, whereas habitat modifying activities are endangering, with equal intensity, the smallest vertebrates. This compression of the size distribution of vertebrate life not only represents a radical change in the living architecture of our planet, but is likely to precipitate consequential shifts in ecofunctioning (1, 10, 30).

Methods

Mass Database Construction. Mammal, bird, and reptile body masses were acquired from the Amniote life-history database (47). To estimate fish masses, we used maximum reported length (by species) data from Fishbase (48). For the 1,735 fish species with known maximum lengths and masses in Fishbase, we modeled the relationship between length and mass (both log-transformed) with a generalized additive model (GAM) fit using the “mgcv” package in R (49, 50). One observation (Micropterus chattahoocheae with mass 1 kg and length 3.7 cm) was excluded from the model due to possible inconsistency between mass and length measurements. In addition, the maximum mass for Scambleromorus sinensis was corrected from 131 g to 131 kg. The adjusted R² for the GAM was 0.93 (Fig. S7). We used this model to predict masses for all species in Fishbase with known maximum lengths and unknown masses.

We estimated amphibian masses using data from AmphibiaWeb (51). We did this by first listing all of the species descriptions available on AmphibiaWeb that matched species on the IUCN Red List [excluding species assessed as data deficient (DD), extinct (EX), and extinct in the wild (EW)] and contained a digit followed by “mm” or “cm.” We then looked through these descriptions, recording maximum adult total length (TL) and maximum snout to vent length (SVL) when available. If maximums were not given, we recorded average TL and SVL instead. For the Chinese giant salamander (Andrias davidianus), we used a TL of 158 cm after the largest known living individual (52), rather than the given maximum of 180 cm as the reported maximum was relatively old and may no longer be accurate for this species (51).

We used the lengths obtained from AmphibiaWeb and allometric regression equations (53) to estimate amphibian body masses. For the order Anura, the only equation given was for SVL, so we ran a regression using our amphibian length data to predict SVL from TL (linear model with both variables log-transformed; R² = 0.896) and then used the predicted SVL for species with known TL and unknown SVL. For the other orders, we used either the regression equation based on TL or the equation based on SVL, depending on which amphibian length measurement we had. If both TL and SVL were known, we used both to predict masses separately and then averaged the results. We considered the amphibian families Amphiumidae and Sirenidae together to be the legless members of the order Caudata, using the equations for snakes for species in these families.

Geographic Range Size. We determined range sizes for the species in our analysis using IUCN Red List range maps, when available. For each map, we considered only polygons where a species was classified as “extant” (presence code 1) or “probably extant” (old presence code 2). We then calculated the total area of these polygons for each species using the Mollweide equal-area projection. We grouped species by class and range size (<100 km², 100–5,000 km², 5,000–20,000 km², 20,000–1,000,000 km², >1,000,000 km²) to visualize how mass-extinction risk relationships vary depending on range size. Thresholds for 100 km², 5,000 km², and 20,000 km² correspond to the range thresholds under criterion B of the IUCN Red List categories and criteria.

Extinction Risk. We joined the data on body masses, rounded to the nearest 0.01 g, obtained from the mass databases (above) with information on species-level extinction risk from the IUCN Red List (v2016.3) (18) using species scientific names and taxonomic synonyms as listed in the IUCN Red List species fact sheets (Table S1). A large number of species with known body masses did not match any species in the IUCN Red List due to not yet being assessed on the IUCN Red List [e.g., while all mammals (54), birds (55), amphibians (56), and sharks (13) have been assessed, reptiles and bony fishes have not yet been completely assessed]. For our analysis, we excluded species listed as DD, EX, or EW, focusing only on those classified at least concern (LC). For species threatened (NT), vulnerable (VU), endangered (EN), or critically endangered (CR). Finally, we grouped the species by class: amphibians, mammals, reptiles, birds, bony fishes (Actinopterygii), and cartilaginous fishes (Chondrichthyes). Other fish classes [hagfishes (Myxini)], lampreys...
(Cephalaspidomorphi), and lobe-finned fishes (Sarcopterygii)) were not handled separately, but appear in the results for “all vertebrates.”

**Modeling Extinction Risk and Harvesting Threat.** To assess the relationships between body mass and extinction risk and between range size and extinction risk, we treated species as threatened (VU/EN/CR) or nontreated (LC/NT) in accordance with the IUCN Red List. We fit generalized linear mixed models separately for each taxonomic class and all vertebrates together. We included random intercepts by taxonomic order (and by class for the “all vertebrates” group) to account for the possibility of mass-extinction risk relationships being more similar within than between orders. Because taxonomically related species tend to be phylogenetically similar, this step helped to account for phylogenetic dependence in the statistical models. Full phylogenetic trees were unavailable for some of the classes in our analysis, precluding the use of more complex modeling techniques like phylogenetic logistic regression (57).

We used a linear model in log mass (i.e., no nonlinear terms) for all groups except amphibians, squamates, bony fishes, and all vertebrates. For these groups, we used segmented regression models because they exhibited very different mass-extinction risk relationships for small versus large animals. The single breakpoint was estimated by minimizing model deviance and the breakpoint confidence interval was calculated using the profile likelihood. Breakpoint estimation was done using models without taxonomic random effects, but the final segmented models include these random effects. Additionally, we fit separate models for each group of species using only linear terms for range size (log-transformed). We calculated (pseudo) R² including the taxonomic random effects in the variance explained (i.e., conditional R²) using the “sem.model.fits” function in the “piecewiseSEM” R package (58). A single body mass-based model was fit for amphibians and reptiles together as these classes are similar and there was insufficient data available to fit separate segmented models. Similarly, we combined amphibians and reptiles when using range size as the sole predictor. We repeated this analysis using the binary variable corresponding to whether or not a threatened species is threatened by harvesting as a response. We only used linear models in log mass here as the mass-extinction risk histograms indicated generally monotone relationships.

**Extended materials and methods** that detail procedures are available in SI Methods, including how we coded IUCN Red List threats, as well as how we quantified research effort and conservation funding.